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We give necessary and sufficient conditions for a distance matrix to have a unicycfic graph as 
unique optimal graph realization. 
1. Introduction and preliminaries 
Distance matrices and their graph realizations have drawn considerable 
attention [5-7, 11-16, 19-22, 25, 27-34]. The subject has many applications 
[7-10, 15, 26, 32] and algebraic ounterparts [1-4, 11, 17, 18]. Finding optimal 
realizations i however a difficult task. 
In this paper we characterize distance matrices which have a unicyclic graph as 
unique optimal realization. 
A distance matrix of order n, denoted M or ({ 1, 2 , . . . ,  n } ), is a nonnegative, 
symmetric, square matrix with entries mij such that, for i, j, k e {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}, 
mi~ = O, m# :/: 0 for i :/:j, and m# <~ m~k + mkj. A graph G = (W, E) with lengths 
assigned to its edges realizes M if there is a subset V of the vertex set W of G, 
with IVI = n, such that, for i, j e V, the length d(i, j) of a shortest path between i 
and j equals m#. A graph realization is optimal when its total length is minimum 
among all realizations. Tree realizations, when they exist, are optimal. 
The concepts of polygon-realizability [19] and of compactification [15, 30] will 
be used throughout this paper. 
A matrix with a polygon as optimal realization will be called polygon- 
realizable. We recall the following result: 
Theorem A (19). Let M be realized by a polygon on at least four vertices denoted 
1, 2 , . . . ,  n and with edges (i, i + 1) i (rood n). This realization is unique and 
optimal if and only if, for all i (rood n), 
d(i - 1, i) + d(i, i + 1) = d(i - 1, i + 1). 
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Figures l(a) and l(b) show that a realization by a polygon is not always optimal 
and Fig. l(c) shows that the condition of Theorem A does not ensure 
polygon-realizability. 
Subtracting from the nondiagonal entries in the ith line of M the nonnegative, 
real number a, we obtain a new matrix, denoted Mi(a), which is also a distance 
matrix if and only if a ~< a~ = min{½(mpi + mir - ml,,)}, where p, r 
{1, 2 , . . . ,  n} -  {i}. Obtaining Mi(aio) from M is called a compactification. 
When, for some k (:/:i), a/0 = mik, we say that the index i is pendant from k and, 
as shown in [30], for every r ~ i, we have m~ = m~k + mk~. TO avoid nondiagonal 
zero entries, we then remove duplicated parallel ines in M~(a~o), thereby reducing 
the order of the matrix. Buneman [6] proved that a matrix ({1,2,3,4}) is 
tree-realizable if and only if, among the three sums m12+m34, m13+m24, 
mx4 + m23, two are equal and not smaller than the other one. Since an n-matrix is 
tree-realizable if and only if its principal 4-submatriees are tree-realizable [28], 
compactifications do not affect tree realizability. If we call m~j a basic entry when 
no k ~ i, j exists such that mij = mik + mkj, it is easy to verify that a compactified 
matrix ({1, 2 , . . . ,  n }) is polygon-realizable if and only if it has 2n basic entries 
(that is, n basic distances). 
2. Terminology and main result 
The following terminology ields shorter statements. 
Given a distance matrix (A) ,  we say that a partition of A into subsets 
At, A2,  • • • , Ap  satisfies: 
Condition CO. When, for any given pair h, i, there is a pair j, k such that 
(Ah U Ai U A] U Ak ) is nontree-realizable; 
Condition C1. When, for any given h, i, ], k, the submatrices ({ah, ai, a], ak}), 
with as, ai, aj, a k arbitrary elements of Ah, A~, Aj, Ak, 
respectively, are either all tree-realizable or all nontree-realizable; 
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Condition C2. When, for any given h, i, j, the submatrix (Ah t3Ait.JAj) is 
tree-realizable; 
Condition C3. When there exists a set {al, a2 , . . .  ,ap} of elements of 
A1, A2, • • •, Ap, respectively, such that ({al, a2, • • •, ap}) is 
polygon-realizable or becomes o after compactifications. 
Our goal is to prove the following result: 
Main Theorem. A necessary and sufficient condition for the distance matrix (A ) 
to have a unicyclic graph as unique optimal realization is that A have a partition 
which satisfies C1, C2, and C3. 
The necessity is an immediate consequence of the remarks we present in 
Section 3. The sufficiency will be proved in Section 4. 
3. The necessity 
To begin with we prove 
Lemma 3.1. If (A ) is polygon-realizable (or becomes o after compactifications 
which do not reduce its order), then A has a partition which satisfies CO, C1 and 
C2. 
Proof. Let (vx, v2), (v2, V3),..-, (Vn, Vl) be the edges of a polygon which 
realizes (A). Given a pair of indices h, i, there exists another pair, say j, k, such 
that ({h, i, j, k}) is nontree-realizable. To prove this claim, we distinguish two 
cases: 
Case 1. Let Vh and v~ be adjacent. Without loss of generality, suppose that h is 
1 and i is 2. Let Vk be the last vertex in the sequence vl, v2, . . . ,  v,, such that 
d(vl, Vk) = d(vx, v2) + d(v2, Vk). Obviously, k < n. Let j = k + 1. Using the 
Buneman sums, it is easy to see that ({1, 2, j, k}) is nontree-realizable. 
Case 2. Let vh and v~ be nonadjacent. Choose vf adjacent o v~ and such that 
d(vh, vi)= d(vh, vf)+ d(v I, vi). After relabeling, if need be, we may suppose 
that h is 1 and i is f + 1. Let now vg be the last vertex such that d(vf, vg)= 
d(v I, vi) + d(v, vg). We have d(vl, vg) <<-d(vl, vl) + d(v s, v~) + d(v,  vg). If strict 
inequality occurs, ({1, i, f, g}) is nontree-realizable. If equality occurs, then, 
obviously, g<n and we set j=g+ 1. By the definition of j, d(vj, vl)= 
d(vj, vl) + d(vl, v s). Now we have 
d(v], v3 d(vj, vO + d(Vl, vl) + d(vt, v,). 
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If strict inequality occurs, ({1, i, f, j}) is nontree-realizable. If equality occurs, 
({1, i, g, j}) is nontree-realizable. 
Hence a partition of A into singletons atisfies CO and, trivially, C1 and C2. 
This completes the proof. [] 
Let C be a compact polygon, that is, one which realizes a matrix of order p 
with 2p basic entries, and M a matrix realized by a graph G = (W, E) formed 
from C by adding (possibly degenerate) 'pendant' rees at its vertices. Recall that, 
by definition, the indices of M correspond to a subset V of W. In G, each vertex 
of C may belong or not to V. Denote by A~, A2, • . . ,  Ap the sets of indices of M 
which correspond to the elements of V in each of the 'pendant' trees of G, 
respectively. Let Xl, x2, • • . ,  xp be the vertices of C. 
Remark 3.2. Let 1, 2 , . . .  ,p be indices of A~, A2, . . .  , Ap, respectively. By 
compactification, ({1, 2 , . . . ,  p } ) yields a matrix which is realizable by C. 
Proof. Use the definitions of C and G to show that, for any index a in, say, Ai no 
compactification by an amount greater than d(x, xi) is possible, where x is the 
vertex of G corresponding to index a. [] 
Remark 3.3. For any given four sets Ah, Ai, Aj, A k the matrices 
({ah, ai, aj, ak} ), where ah, ai, aj, ak belong to Ah, A~, Aj, Ak, respectively, are 
either all tree-realizable or all nontree-realizable. 
Proof. Use Lemma 3.1 and Remark 3.2. [] 
Remark 3.4. For any given h, i, j, (Ah UAi t_JAj) is tree-realizable. 
Proof. Take an arbitrary set {a, b, c, d} cA h t.JAi t.JAj, where, say, {a, b} cA h 
and {c, d} ~_ A h [.J Ai LI Aj. Let a' e Ah, a" ~ Ah and let x, x' and x" be the vertices 
of G corresponding to a, a' and a", respectively. We have the equality 
X u d(x', x") = d(x',  Xh) + d(Xh, X") and the distances among x, x', and Xh are 
easily seen to be tree-realizable. Using this equality and the Buneman sums, a 
straightforward calculation shows that ({a, b, c, d} ) is also tree-realizable, which 
is enough to complete the proof. [] 
By these remarks, the partition of the index set of M into A1, A2, . . . ,  Ap 
satisfies conditions C1, C2 and C3. This proves the necessity part of our Main 
Theorem. We note that M satisfies a condition much stronger than C3: the indices 
1, 2 , . . . ,p  in Remark 3.2 are arbitrary elements of A1, A2,...,At, , 
respectively; the much weaker condition C3 requires only the existence of one set 
{1 ,2 , . . .  ,p}, where I eA~, 2cA2, . . .  ,p  cAp. It seems interesting to me that 
C1, C2 and a weak condition such as C3 are enough for a distance matrix to have 
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a graph like G as (unique) optimal realization. It makes the proof however far 
from trivial. [] 
4. The sufficiency 
We need the following result: 
Lemma 4.1. Let (A  ) be a distance matrix with a partition of  A into subsets A~, 
A2 , . . . ,  Ap which satisfies conditions C1, C2 and C3. Then, all submatrices 
( {al, a2, . . . , ap} ), where al eA1 ,  a2eA2,  . . . , ap cAp  compactify to the same 
polygon-realizable matrix. 
Proof. Let 1 e A1, 2 ~ A2,  . . . , p ~ Ap be the elements referred to in Condition 
C3 and let 1' be another element of, say, A1. It will be enough to prove that, 
after compactifications, the submatrices ({1', 1, 2 , . . . ,  p}) and ( {1', 2 , . . . ,  p}) 
are both realized by the polygon which realizes also, after compactification, 
the submatrix ({1, 2 , . . . ,  p}). To prove this statement, consider 
({1', 1, 2, . . . ,  p}). The statement holds trivially if one of 1 or 1' is (or may 
become) pendant from the other one. Suppose this is not the case. Index 1' 
cannot be pendant from any i distinct from 1; in fact, j, k exist such that 
({1, i , ] , k})  is nontree-realizable and, by C1, so is ({1 ,1 ' , ] , k}) ,  which 
contradicts C2. Compactify 1'. As above, no i distinct from 1 may become 
pendant from 1'. We are therefore left with the case where we obtain 
ma'a" = ma,v + ml,a., (4.1) 
with neither a' nor a" pendant from 1' and mrs #: 0. 
By C2, ({1, 1', a ' ,a"})  is tree-realizable. Its Buneman sums easily imply 
m.,l = ma,v + my1 or man = maw + mvl .  With no loss of generality, suppose that 
ma-1 = maw + m1,1. (4.2) 
Since a" is not pendant from 1', there is t, distinct from a", such that 
ma.t < maw + ml't. (4.3) 
Again by C2, ({1, 1', a", t}) is tree-realizable and its Buneman sums yield 
mlt = mn,  + ml, t .  (4.4) 
Since 1 is not pendant from 1', there is v, distinct from 1, such that 
ml,, < mn, + mvv (4.5) 
and, since ({1, 1', v, a"}) is tree-realizable, we obtain 
mo.v = maw + mvv.  (4.6) 
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To sum up, after compactifying 1', all other indices are partitioned into two 
subsets, namely ~-, whose elements t satisfy (4.4), and ~, whose elements v 
satisfy (4.5) and (4.6). By (4.2) and (4.3), ~ contains a" and at least one other 
element; trivially, ~ contains 1 and at least one other element. Moreover, since, 
by C2, ({1, 1', v, t}) is tree-realizable, we obtain 
mot = tool, + ml,t. (4.7) 
Now compactify 1. As for 1', we consider only the case where we obtain 
mb,b', = mb' l  "Jr mlb,, (4.8) 
with neither b' nor b" pendant from 1; furthermore, we can partition the set of all 
indices other than 1 into two subsets, denoted ~ and 7 .  The set ~ contains b" (or 
b', without loss of generality) and at least one other element; for any t E ~, 
ml,  ~ = ml ,  1 q- ml~.  
Among the elements of .~ are all indices t such that 
(4.9) 
mb.~ < mb.1 + ml~.  
The set ~¢" contains 1' and at least one other element; for w e ~V" 
(4.10) 
ml,  w < ml,  1 -I- mlw 
and, consequently, 
(4.11) 
mb.  w -- mb.  1 + mlw.  
Moreover, for t e ,,~ and w e ~/¢', 
(4.12) 
row, = mwl + rnl,. (4.13) 
By (4.4) and (4.9), ~ 'N~ =0 (whenever mll,:~0); we have also ~ ~ 0//" and 
~- c_ °/¢ "" 
Now let x be distinct from 1 and 1'. We claim it compactifies in 
({1', 1, 2 , . . . ,  p } } as in ( {1, 2 , . . . ,  p} }. Assume it does not. For some q, after 
compactification of x, ml,x+mxq =ml,q. If q~l ,  then, since ({1, l ' , x ,  q}} is 
tree-realizable, we obtain 
or  
m11,  - -  mu + mxl ,  (4.14) 
mlq -" mu + mxq. (4.15) 
The equality (4.15) contradicts the assumption; hence (4.14) holds and, by (4.4) 
and (4.9), x g ~LI ~¢, that is, x e *//'N ~/¢'. This means that indices in ~YU 
compactify by the same amount in both matrices and, after the eompactifications, 
the entries whose indices are in fft.J ~ are equal in both matrices; as a 
consequence, since ~ c_ ~ and therefore, by (4.13), we have m,  = m,1 + mu in 
the compactified ({1', 1, 2 , . . . ,  p}}, we conclude that 1 compactifies by the 
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same amount in both matrices. Finally, for x E T" N '14/', we have, after compac- 
tifying ({1', 1, 2 , . . . ,  p}) ,  by using (4.7), (4.9), (4.14), (4.13) and (4.7), 
m,t  = m~l,  .1. ml , t  "" m~l  -t- ro l l ,  .1. ml, t  
= m,1 + m~ + mxr + ml,~ = rn,x + mxt, (4.16) 
which means that x too compactifies as in ({1, 2 , . . . ,  p ) ) .  
Since 9- and T are nonempty, there exist t in ~- and v in T which satisfy (4.7) 
in the compactified ({1', 1, 2 , . . . ,p})  and are such that m~ is basic in the 
compactified ((1, 2 , . . .  ,p}) .  In this matrix, by C3, we may have mlt÷mtv  =
re ly , re ly .1. mvt  = mtt  o r  neither one. Neither one means that mlt  "- ml t ,  ,1, rot, t fo r  
some t' such that my, + mw = m,,,. From this equality, by (4.7), we get 
my1,  .1. ml ,  t .a t- mw = mvt ,  <~ mvl ,  .1. ml ,  t, 
hence rn r t+m, ,=mr , , .  Hence ({1', t', t, v ) )  
({1, t ' , t , v})  is not, which contradicts C1. That 
excluded by using (4.4) and (4.7) which yield 
is tree-realizable and 
mlt + m,, = mlo holds, is 
mlv  = ml t  .1. ma, = ro l l ,  .1. ml, t  .1. mr1, .1. to ry  > ro l l ,  .1. ml,  v >1 re ly .  
We are left with ml~ + mvt = mxt. For those indices i such that mli + meo = m~o, 
we have also mu .1. mw = mlr ;  in fact 
mlt  "- re ly  + mvt  -" ml i  + m~o + m,,r + mvt  
ml i  + rail, + mr,  >1 ran, + to r t  >i ml t ,  
hence equality occurs everywhere. As a consequence, i ~ 9- O ~. But ff and .9 are 
nonempty. Consider the indices of ({1, 2, . . . ,  p} ), successively, as they appear 
in the polygon which realizes this matrix, starting from t to the opposite side of v; 
we will find an index of .¢; let to be the first we find and let to be the last one in ~- 
before to. By (4.13), it is m,0, o = m,ol + ml, o. But then t0 is one of the indices i for 
which mli + m,, = ml,,, that is ml i+  mw = m~r. By (4.7), m,o,o = m,o r + mr,o, 
hence either ml r  = 0 or ({1, 1', to, to} ) is nontree-realizable. 
The case where (4.1) holds leads therefore always to a contradiction, which 
completes the proof of the lemma. 
To illustrate the meaning of this lemma, consider the graphs in Figs. 2(a) and 
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respectively. The partition of A' into (1, 1'}, (2}, {3}, {4} satisfies C1 and C3 
but not C2; the partition of A" into {1', 1} and singletons atisfies C1 and C2 but 
not (23. 
We are now in a position to prove the sufficiency part of our Main Theorem. 
For this purpose, start with, say A~, and compactify its indices, successively. 
We claim that we can proceed until we have only one index in A1. 
Assume the claim is not true. After compactifying, for each remaining index 
i e A1 there is a pair a, b such that 
mai + mib "- m,b. (4.17) 
We can always suppose that one of a or b is in A~. Otherwise, take j e A1. Since 
({l, j, a, b}) is tree-realizable, its Buneman sums yield m,,i +m 0 =m, V or 
mbi -4- m o = mbj. With no loss of generality, we rewrite (4.17) as 
m,~ o+ maoal -" maal ,  where ao, al E A1. 
Now, there exist u, v such that m~, + m=~ = m.o. 
then maoal -!- malu > maou and maoal -t- malv > maov, 
(4.18) 
If no pair u, v contains ao, 
hence ({a0, al, u,v}) is 
nontree-realizable, a contradiction of C2. Hence, for some v, maoal + m=,o = m~o~. 
Since, by C2, ({a0, al, a, v}) is tree-realizable, its Buneman sums yield 
ma,, = m,~ o+ m..o,, , + m.,,,, (4.19) 
and repeating this argument and renaming the indices if need be, we end up with 
an equality 
ma~ = m~ o + m=0= a +""  + m=qo, (4.20) 
where ao, a l ,  . . . , aq EAt  and a, v ~Ax.  
We distinguish two cases. 
Case 1. The indices a and v belong to distinct sets of the partition, say A i and Aj, 
respectively. Let E be a set whose elements are a, v, ao, aq and one index from 
each Ar for r~{1, i,j}. By Lemma 4.1, <E), (E -{ao})  and (E -{aq})  
compactify to the same polygon-realizable matrix; by (4.20) and the definition of 
compactification this is not possible unless mao=q =0, against our assumption. 
Case 2. The indices a and v belong to the same set of the partition, say A i. By 
Lemmas 3.1 and 4.1, there exist j, k such that ({a, ao, j, k}) and ({v, ao, j, k}) 
are nontree-realizable. By C2, ( {a, v, ao, ]} ), ( {a, v, ao, k} ) and ( {a, v, j, k} ) 
are tree-realizable. The Buneman sums of ({a, v, ao, j}) and (4.20) imply that 
muj = mu° o + m=oj, (4.21) 
or  
m=j = m= o + m=d. (4.22) 
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The Buneman sums of ({a, v, ao, k)) and (4.20) imply that 
mok = m~o + m~ok, (4.23) 
or 
m,,, = m,,,, o+ m,,ok. (4.24) 
We show now that we are always led to a contradiction. 
Equalities (4.21) and (4.23) can not hold together. In fact, if S~, $2 and $3 are 
the Buneman sums of ({a, v, j, k}) then, using (4.21) and (4.23), S~- m~a0, 
S 2 -mva 0 and $3- rno~o are the Buneman sums of ({a, ao, j, k}). Hence this 
matrix is also tree-realizable, against the hypothesis. Similarly, for (4.22) and 
(4.24). 
Equalities (4.21) and (4.24) can not hold together either. In fact, if $1 = 
m,,,,o + mj,, $2 = m,,j + m,,ok and $3 = m,,, + rn,,oj are the Buneman sums of 
({a, ao, j, k) ) ,  then, using (4.21) and (4.20), we see that $1 + m~0o = rn~ +mj,, 
S2 + maov >>- m,,j + mvk and $3 + m~0o = mak + rnvj. The right-hand sides are the 
Buneman sums of ({a, v,j ,  k}).  Hence, among $1, $2 and $3, only $2 can be 
greater than the other two. By (4.24), $2> $3 means that rn~j + maok >mak + 
ma d -- maao + maok + maoj. Hence m~j > ma~ 0+ m~0# a contradiction. Similarly, for 
(4.22) and (4.23). 
Thus, both cases lead to contradictions, which proves our initial claim. Since 
compactifications do not affect, by the definitions and Lemma 4.1, conditions C1, 
C2 and C3, we can now compactify, index by index, each one of the other sets 
A2, . . . ,  A t, until we have only one index from each one of them. By C3, it 
remains in fact one index and the matrix formed by these indices is polygon- 
realizable. 
This completes the proof of our theorem. [] 
Let Q4(M) be the number of nontree-realizable principal submatrices of order 
4 of the matrix M and IAil, as usually, the number of elements of Av The 
following result is an easy reformulation of our Main Theorem when the cycle is 
of length 4. 
Coronary. A necessary and sufficient condition for a distance matrix (A ) to be 
realizable by a rectangle with 'pendant' trees from its vertices is the existence of a 
partition of A into four subsets A1, A2, A3, A4 such that (A -Ax) ,  (A -A2) ,  
(A -A3)  and (A -A4)  are maximal tree-realizable submatrices of (A) and 
Q4((A)) = 13111A2I IA311341. 
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